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Digital Services
Turning Every Business in to a Digital Business
Almost every company faces a common digital challenge: Harness the
power of digital technologies to become more effective, innovative and
disruptive or eventually become extinct!
At TEKenable we endeavour to turn every business in to a digital business.
Blending the latest technology innovations with legacy systems, we help
organisations accelerate their digital capabilities in order to realise real
business advantage.

To find out more about how we can help
support your digital evolution, call us today on
+353 (0) 1 681 4098, or visit us at www.tekenable.ie

Call us on +353 (0)1 681 4098

TECHNOLOGY
CONSULTING

MODERNISING
LEGACY SYSTEMS

Our technology consulting practice
has been operational for more
than 30 years. Our team help
companies improve their business by
transforming functions across finance,
production, customer service, supply
chain and operations leveraging
a broad spectrum of technologies
including Microsoft Dynamics,
SharePoint, O365, .NET, SQL Server,
Azure and Java to name but a few.

We approach the blending of
legacy systems using 4 fundamental
concepts – Wrap Around, Direct
Integration, Augmentation
and Bridging. Leveraging next
generation IT, we build highly
scalable, secure services while
allowing the legacy systems to
remain unaware of their presence.

Our unique delivery model is
backed by a strong implementation
methodology, deep consulting skills
and business understanding. We
combine this with our sustained
focus on delivering integrated,
and scalable solutions that drive
a real business advantage.

This transformation helps
companies reduce business
complexity and costs, improve
process flexibility, increase data
consistency and enable collaboration
across different platforms.

NEXT GENERATION IT
In this era of a massive evolution in
technology, companies are looking
to expand their business by making
use of the newest technology
solutions available to them. This has
led to increasing demand for nextgeneration solutions for businesses.
Some of these technologies include
Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning, Cloud Computing, BOT
development, Internet of Things,
Blockchain, Augmented Reality,
Robotic Process Automation,
Serverless Computing, Microservices,
Business Intelligence and wearables.

Visit us at www.tekenable.ie

TEKenable are experts in digital evolution. We’re an Irish technology
company delivering digital evolution by combining modern technologies
with legacy systems, to help companies build real business advantage.
As market demands continuously change, we
blend innovative thinking and breakthrough
technologies to produce game changing results
through improved cost savings, operational
efficiencies and enhanced customer experience.

We have global reach with operations in Ireland,
UK and UAE, and expertise across Financial
Services, Healthcare, Agri-Food and the Public
Sector. In 2019, we were named Technology
Business of the Year.
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To find out more about how we can help support your digital transformation
journey, call us today on +353 (0) 1 681 4098, or visit us at www.tekenable.ie
TEKenable
Harmony Court, Harmony Row,
Dublin 2, Republic of Ireland,
D02 VY52.

Dublin: +353 (0) 1 681 4098
London: +44 (0) 207 183 8996
Belfast: +44 (0) 289 099 1801

Follow Us:

Email: info@tekenable.ie

